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1. Introduction

The present paper, which is a continuation of Ref. [1], contains a detailed study
of the action of time-variable forces acting in a thermoelastic space.

The main emphasis will be laid on the determination of Green's displacement
functions. By contrast with the Green's function of classical elasto-dynamics, the
present solutions are characterized by damping and dispersion of displacements.
In addition, there are temperature fields attached to Green's tensor (due to the
coupling between the strain and the temperature).

We shall consider concentrated harmonic forces in an infinite thermoelastic body,
ranging from the problem of point forces to the two-dimensional problem of linear
forces.

The fundamental solutions for concentrated forces enable us to obtain Green's
functions in displacements for double forces, concentrated moments and compres-
sion centres.

Making use of the reciprocity theorem, as generalized to the coupled thermo-
elastic problem, we shall obtain a number of equations interrelating the action of
concentrated forces and that of heat sources.

As a point of departure, we take the linearized equations of thermoelastićity,
[2], [3], , .
n 1N ' V72fl • 1 8 d dA- Q
/ I 1 \ v H Yl Q1V U =
>. ' • :. K~dt ' 8t x'

(1.2) ^ V ^ + ^ + ^ g r a d d i v u + X = y grad 6+Q -^-.

The first of these equations is a generalized heat equation, the second—r an equa-
tion of the theory of elasticity expressed in displacements (equation of motion).
The two equations are coupled

The symbol u denotes the displacement vector, and X — that of mass forces;
6 = T— To is the difference between the absolute temperature T and the temperature
To, characterizing the natural state of the body, and Q — a function, characterizing
the intensity of a heat source, [i, A are Lame coefficients in the isothermal state;
x = X0/QCC is a coefficient in which Ao denotes the constant of heat conduction,
Q — density and ce — specific heat with constant strain. Next, r\ = yTJX9, where
y = (3A+2,«)af, and a, is the coefficient of linear thermal dilatation. Finally Q =
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W[QCB, where W is the quantity of heat produced per unit volume and time. The
quantities u, 6, X, Q are functions of location and time.

Resolving the vectors of displacement and force into potential and solenoidal
vectors

(1.3) u = grad c>+rot ip,

(1.4) X = eferad 0+rot X),

we reduce Eqs. (1.1), (1.2) to the following set of three equations:

(1.5) •

0.6) |v»—ia?)c, = «0-- i0 ,

cs = E a - 8

On eliminating from (1.5) and (1.6) the temperature 6, we obtain two wave equations:

Equation (1.8) describes the propagation of a longitudinal wave, and (1.9) that o
a transversal wave.

Let us observe that in an infinite body a heat source and X' = Q grad # produce
longitudinal (dilatation) waves only, and the forces X" = Q rot x transversal waves
only.

2. Green's Functions for Concentrated Forces

Let us assume that the causes of wave perturbation — that is, heat sources and

mass forces — vary harmonically in time;

As a consequence, the displacement, temperature and the stress vary harmonically
in time. By introducing the notations

(2.2) 0(x,O = 0*(x)e'<°(, (p(x,t) = <p*(x)eimt, etc.

Eqs. (1,8) and (1.9) can be reduced to the form

(2.4)
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where

ico 2 co' 2 &r

kj = aj+ibj, aj > 0, j = 1,2,
and flj and bi are real quantities. The quantities k\ and fc| are the roots of the
biquadratic equation

Let us consider a concentrated force in an infinite body, and construct the com-
ponents of Green's displacement vector. Let us assume first that a concentrated unit
force varying in time in a harmonic manner acts at the origin in the Xj-direction.

In general, for any vector field of mass forces, we find the functions •&* and x*
from [4]:

(•2 5̂  &*(x\~- l ffflx*(V1 8

IZ. J) If IX I — — —z—:— I I I A i (X I ~TT
4np J J J ox-,

(B)

( r a ) -r?(x'

On substituting in (2.5) and (2.6) the quantity

Xf(x') = a(*Dó(xO«(j4)(5iy, 7 = 1, 2, 3,
which characterizes the action of a concentrated force at the origin and in the
rection, we find successively:

therefore, the following equations must be solved

(V2+T2)+f = 0,

(2-8) , ™ .

1 8
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We shall concentrate on the first equation of the group (2.8), the solution of the
remaining two being known in the form:

(2.9)

where
hR

To solve the first equation of the group (2.8), we make use of two properties of the
function q>*. If the concentrated force acts in the axial direction, the wave and displa-
cement function will be axially symmetric about the x1-axis. In addition, the fun-
ction <p* is antisymmetric in relation to the x2 xs plane, in view of the symmetry of
displacement in relation to this plane. By treating cp* as a function of xx and the
radius r = (xf+Jtf)1'2, we perform on the wave equation first the Hankel transfor-
mation and then the Fourier sine transformation. The transformation

/ — 00 00

(2.10) ćp(a, /3) = 1 / — I i <p*(xlt r)rJQ(ar)ńnfixx dr dxx

0 0 • ./

changes the wave equation into

where

2

Performing on (2.11) the inverse Hankel-Fourier transformation
>' CO CO

(2.12) C>*(*ii '0 = " ] / — I I y>(a, P)aJ0(ar) sin f}xx da dfi,
o o

we obtain for (p*(xx,r) the following closed-form solution:
1 a

(2.13) cp*(Xl,r)=- 2 3*!
where

±e-'J*, 7 = 1 , 2 ;

Let us observe that by passing from the coupled to the uncoupled problem —
that is, substituting the values: y\ — 0, e = 0, k\ = q, k\ — —a2 in the expression
for <p* — we obtain the known solution of the wave equation of classical elasto-
kinetics
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Let us return to (2.13) and move the concentrated force from the origin to the
point (%). Let us attach to the symbols cp* andvp* the suffix 1, in order to express the
fact that these functions are connected with a force acting in the ^-direction. We
find:

(2.15) J ^

where

On superposing the displacements according to (1.3), we obtain

(2.16) ur^--^2Bldj[F{R,m)-Ą{R,m)]+^-y^, ,-1,2,3.

The action of a concentrated force in an infinite body is accompanied by a temperatu-
re field which will be determined from (1.6). The amplitude of this field is:

(2.17) 0*(1> = — (V 2 +<rV ( 1 ) H—I-( + V + 4m am

i dx-L

After some simple computation, we find:

Let us observe that in the non-coupled problem (e = 0), we have 0**1' = 0.
In the coupled problem, we find that the function 0*P-> has a singularity at (x) =

(£); therefore, the action of a concentrated force at the point (?) produces at that
point a concentrated source of heat.

Let the concentrated force at (Ę) act in the successive directions xu x2, and finally
x3. We obtain three groups of components of the displacement vector vfw, u*(2),
irf<3>, and the associated temperature fields 0*W, 6>*<2>, 0*<3>.

The set of all the components of the displacement vector is Green's displacement
tensor
(2.19) Gf(x, %, t) = Re [ufk\x, %, a>)elat]

i(col-iR))

I, w)-F0(R, a>)]-r*dJk —

The temperature field 0w is expressed by the equation:

(2.20) d(k\x, %, t) = Re [6*(x, \, co)eia>t]

- — Re {eimtdk[h{R, m)-lx(R, oS)\).
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The functions 0*(ft) and uj{k) being now known, we can determine the amplitudes
of stress and strain from the equations:

£*.<*> = i - {utf+ufP), i, j = 1,2, 3,

Let us consider the double action of a force acting in the xx— direction. Let a con-
centrated force i>0 act at the point ((Clt f 2, £3) in the xrdirection, another concen-
trated force Po acting at the point (fi-Mli, fa> fa) i n t n e Xi-direction.

Let iTft1) (y= 1, 2, 3) denote the amplitudes of the displacement components.
These will be found from the equation:

n in TT*W P At u*a)(xi>x*> ** ii+^ii, &.la)-«/(1)(*i»x* xs, ft, g2, | 3 )^./ij Uj*' — .ro^si 2J£ '

where the expression ufU) is given by Eq. (2.16). Assuming that lim (P0A^t) = 1,

we find for A£x -* 0 from (2.21)

(2.22) UfW(x, t ») - 4 -
where

The expression (2.22) represents the displacements due to the action of a double
force in the Xj-direction.

Let us denote by 0*'1) the temperature amplitude due to the action of the double
force. This will be obtained by the same argument as for UfW from the equation:

(2.23) 0*<i>(x, C, co) = - A 0*<»(x, %, co),

Our considerations can be generalized to the case of double force action at the
point % in the ^-direction. We find:
(2.24) Ufmfr %, «,) = dk,u*W(x, I a), d*M(x, %, co) = ^ • « ( x , C, o>),
where uf(k) and 0*(*> are given by (2.16) and (2.20). Let us consider also the action
of a centre of compression at (Ę). Let Vj(j=* 1, 2, 3) denote the amplitude of
displacement due to the compression centre. This action being equivalent to that
of three double forces acting in the respective directions xx, x2 and x3, the displace-
ment V* takes the form:
(2.25) V* = dviifW+d2,uJW+d3,ujW = -C[dkSk'3j(F

f,j= 1,2,3, k,k'= 1,2,3.
On performing the operations as required, we obtain:
(2.26) V* - 0 1 , ( ^ 2 / , - ^ / , ) , y = 1, 2, 3.
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Let 0* denote the temperature which is related to the action of the compression
centre. This function will be obtained from the equation:

(2.27) 6^

The compression centre produces longitudinal waves only. Denoting by 0* and
W* wave functions in the case of a compression centre, we obtain:
(2.28) 0* = dj,<p*(» = -Cdhdk,F = C(Ająiz-Axk\h), ¥* = ¥* = V* = 0.

On the other hand, we have

(2.29) Vf = 8j0*, A* = Vfj = Vz<2>*.

From the first equation, We obtain (2.26), the other expresses the dilatation:

(2.30) A* = V2<Z>* =

3. Green's Functions of the Two-dimensional Problem

Let us consider mass forces XJ = S(x1)d(x2)d1j (j = 1,2) acting in an infinite
space in the direction of the xraxis , and uniformly distributed along the x3-axis.
The displacement and the temperature will be independent of the variable x3. The
equations for the two-dimensional problem will be obtained from those for a con-
centrated force acting at the point (0, 0, f3) of the infinite space, by integrating the
functions cp*, uf etc. with respect to f3 from — oo to +oo. Bearing in mind that

= } | r - M

where K0(kxr) is modified Bessel function of the second kind, we obtain from (2.16)

(3.2) «*(D = -2CaiS^A(fc27-)-^1/s:o(A:1r)-JR:o0-

In general, for a force acting in the x^-direction (k = 1, 2), we obtain the equation:

(3.3) uW = -ICftdAA^ik^-AMk^-K^iTryi-TtdMirr)},

j , k = 1, 2.
Similarly, making use of (2.18) and (2.20), we obtain the following expression

for the temperature accompanying the strain:

(3.4) 0*« = ŹT^TŹ 3J&Vv)-X*(h> r)l k - 1, 2.
"•Civh. K%)

In the non-coupled problem (e = 0), we should have d*w = 0. The functions
M*(/() and 9*(k) being determined, we can obtain the stresses from the equations:
(3.5) or,*/*) = 2[ze*W + (leW-yd*M)du, i,j = 1 , 2 ,
where

(3.6) 4 ( t ) = 4
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Let us consider, in turn, the displacements produced by the action of double forces.
If the double force acts in the xrdirection, then

(3.7) UfM = 8vul*\ &*w = 8k/0*«\ j.k-1,2, 3k, = ~~,

where the functions u*(k) and 0*m are given by Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). The displace-
ments Vf, the temperature Q* and the dilatation A* in the case of a compression
centre will be obtained from (2.26) (2.27) by the integration (3.1), performed on
expressions obtained for concentrated compression centres. We obtain the equations:
(3.8) Vf =

(3.9) d* = J g
(3.10) A* = 2C[AJci

iKo(kir)-A1lĄKo(.k1r)).
In the case of a compression centre, we are concernerd with a longitudinal cylindri-
cal wave.

4. Green's Functions of the One-dimensional Problem

Let us consider the set of coupled equations of the theory of elasticity in the case
of the one-dimensional problem. In this case, the equations (1.1) and (1.2) become
simplified to the form:

(4.2)

where 0 and ux are functions of % and t only. Let us assume that the mass forces
,Xx{xY, t) vary harmonically in time and act in the plane x^x3: Xt{xi, t) = X*e'°"
With such an assumption, Eqs (4.1) and (4.2) become:
(4.3) {8\-q)9*-r)Hqd1ut = 0,

(4-4) ffl+ó*tó = mdx0*- ~ X*.
ciQ

On eliminating the temperature, we obtain a plane wave equation determining the
displacement:

(4.5) (df-aXdl-kl) u* = - - L (aj_ q)X*.
QC1

In view of the symmetry of the displacement uf and the force Xf in relation to the
plane x1 = 0, the cosine Fourier transformation should be performed on Eq. (4.5).
The solution of (4.5) will take the form:

I
?r2n \ ]r Ir V X\ > V,
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where

k\-q kf-q

The deformation of the body is accompanied by a temperature field. We find it
from (4.2), for xx > 0, in the form:

V ; 2ctme[ lĄ k\

Bearing in mind that

JfcJ "" k\ ~gE'
the expression for the temperature 0* becomes:

1 ; 2ctme{kt-kt)[e e J' X l > U '
Let us observe that for x± — 0, we obtain, due to the term X%IQC{ in (4.2) and Xf =
<5(xj), an infinite local temperature. For x± > 0, this term is equal to zero.

5. Conclusions Derived from the Reciprocity Theorem

There are some simple relations between the displacements produced by the
temperature sources and the temperature due to the action of concentrated forces,
which will be explained as conclusions following from the reciprocity condition.

Let us consider first the three-dimensional problem. Let a concentrated unit
heat source varying harmonically with time act at the point (C). This source pro-
duces longitudinal waves only, described by the wave function <p£, and propagating
in the form of spherical waves. The solution of (1.8) for ft = 0 is known [l].It has
the form: ,

(5.D , ? -

The displacement due to the action of the heat source will be obtained from the
equation:
(5.2) ujT = 8j(p*.

Hence,

(5.3) ur = B,<p% - 4Mkl-kl) W * ' m)~h(R' m)l

Let us consider a concentrated force acting at the point (x() in the Xj-direction.
The temperature produced by this action at the point (!)' will be obtained from

(2.6):
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Let a unit source of heat act at the point (?')• The displacement ujT at the point
(x'), produced by this source and having the direction of Xj is expressed by (5.3).
We have

(5.5) u*T(x', I, co) = -.—jjz-tt 3j[Ia(H, <o)-h(R, »)]•

By confronting Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5), we obtain:

(5.6) 6*U\ę, x\ o>) - - - ^ uf{x', %', »), 7 = 1,2,3.

Let us proceed now to solve the two-dimensional problem. Let a concentrated linear
heat source act at the point (£') varying harmonically in time. This source produces
a longitudinal cylindrical wave having the form [1].

The knowledge of the function <p% will enable the determination of the dis-
placement due to the action of the linear heat source:

(5.8) ufT(xf, %', co) = ^

If a force directed in the Xj(J— 1, 2) direction acts at the point (x'), the tempera-
ture at the point (Ę)' accompanying the deformation due to the action of this con-
centrated force is determined by (3.4)

(5.9) **««', x', ») - - a^cjJoŁi-Łi) ^^o(M-^o(MJ> / - 1.2.

By confronting (5.8) with (5.9), it is seen that

(5.10) 6*Wtft X ' ,W) «. _

Let a plane heat source varying harmonically in time act in the xx =• £[ plane of
the infinite space. This action will produce a plane wave and, [1]:

for Xt-& > 0.
The displacement produced by the plane heat source is

(5.12) u*J ?

for x1-i'1> 0.
The mass force Xf = 8{x1—xi) acting in the xx = x[ plane gives the tempera-

ture:

(5.13) 6* - - 2 c g w ^ _ ^ jexp[-fc,(*i-jcf)]-wcp[-^(^-^)]1, x x - ^ > 0.
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It will be found also in this case that

(5.14) 0-(& xico) = - i ^ - u t T ( x i , Si, co).

The results obtained may, by confronting a number of solutions, be obtained in
a general manner by means of the reciprocity theorem generalized to coupled
problems of thermoelasticity, [5, 6]. It is known that Betti's theorem for dynamic
problems of thermoelasticity, the temperature being accounted for, has the form:

(5.15) jjj(X*uf'—X?'u*)dV+y jjj (e*e*'-6*'e*)dV '
(B) (B)

+ jj (pM'-pf'uftds = o.
(S)

This equation should be completed with Green's identity

(5.16) / / / (0*V20*'-0*'V20*)JF = J J \S*d~ -0*' ~ \ dS,

where the relation between the temperature and dilatation must be taken into con-
sideration:

(5.17) (y*-q)d*~r]qxe* = - — > (V8—?)0*'—Tj^e*' =

Equations (5.16) and (5.17) lead to the relation:

(5.18) (Q*d*'-Q*'6*)dV+r)xiu (6*e*'-6*'e*)dV
J J J J J J

(B) (B)

Equations (5.15) and (5.18) constitute a generalization of the reciprocity theorem
for a thermoelastic body. For the infinite body considered in the present paper,
there are no boundary conditions proper and (5.15) and (5.18) reduce to

(5.19) jjf (Xfuf'-Xfuf) dV+y Jff (6*e*'~d*'e*) dV^O,
(B) (B)

(5.20) Jjj (Q*B*'~Q*'6*) dV+rjxico Jjj (6*e*'-6*'e*) dV = 0.
(B) (fl)

Let us observe that these equations can also be written in the form:

(5.21) nxico jjj (Xfuf-Xfu}) dV=y JJJ (Q*d*'-Q*'d*) dV.
(B) (B)

Let us consider the particular case, where

(5.22) Xf = <5(x-x')<5y, Zf' = 0, Q*' - <3(x-f), Q* = 0,
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which describes the action of a concentrated force at the point (x') in the xrdifection
and a concentrated heat source at (%). On substituting (5.22) in (5.21), we obtain;

(5.23) rjxico fff d(x-x')duuiT(x, Ę', co) dV(x)

. -y fff d(x-l')0*a)(x, x', w) dV(x),
(B)

Hence,

(5.24) 0*W(E', x', w) = - ^ J Ł M;T(X', C', a»), ; = 1., 2, 3.

Analogous solutions for the two and one-dimensional problem will be obtained
by considering special cases of the reciprocity theorem. Let us consider the case
in which
(5.25) X? = d(x-x')dtJ> X?'= d(x-%)dik, Q* = 0, Q*' = 0.

Let us consider two concentrated forces, one of which acts at the point (x') in
the Xy-direction, the other, located at the point (?•'), acting in the x^-direction.

From (5.21) we find:

(5.26) / / / d(x-x')<5y«f <*>(*, %', co) dV(x) = / / / <5(x-C') dikuf(x, x', w

or
(5.27) uf\x', Ę, co) - «rW(g', x', co), j , k=l,2, 3.
This relation. expresses the reciprocity of displacement. The displacement wj*J at
(x'), due to the concentrated force at (£') acting in the ^/-direction is equal to the
displacement «j£(j> at (!;') due to the same concentrated force acting at (x') in the
Aj-direction. Let us observe that in addition to (5.27), the following equation re-
sulting from (5.19) should be satisfied:

(5.28) / / / 0*</>(x, x', w)e* («(x, C, co) dV(x)
(fl) , •

- / / / 6*(k)('x ^'- «)e*W(x, x', co) dV(x), j, k = I, 2, 3.
. (B)

It can easily be verified, making use of (2.20) and (2.19) and bearing in mind the
relation e* = V2y*, that (5.28) is satisfied. Let us consider now the case in which
(5.29) Q* m, <5(x-x'), g*' = <3(x-Ę'). X? = 0, Xf = 0.
Two heat sources act in the infinite space, Q* at (x')'an'd Q*' at (Ę')-

Making use of (5.21), we obtain:

(5.30) / / / <S(x-x') 0*'(x, %', co) dV(x) = / / / d(x-%') 6*(x, x', co) dV(x).
(B) (B)

Hence
(5.31) 0*'(x', ?', a,) = 6*(C', x', co).
We are concerned with the reciprocity of temperatures. At the same time, the fol-
lowing condition resulting from (5.20) should be fulfilled:

(5.32) / / / e*(x, x', co)e*(x, %', co) dV(x) = [ff Q*'(x, C', co)e*(x, x' co) dV{x).
(B) J(B)
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Let a concentrated heat source act at the point (%) of the infinite space. The wave
function <pf is expressed by Eq. (5.1). It enables us to determine the dilatation
produced by the concentrated heat source. We have

(5.33) 4(x, %, co) = g [*& J

Let us consider now a compression centre at (x). Its action is accompanied by
a temperature field expressed by the equation (2.27):

(5-34) o*(x, x', co) = ^ J ^ g ) [ f c & ( * , *>)-*&(*, co)].

By confronting (5.33) and (5.34), it is seen that

(5.35) O'&x'.ffl)

Passing now to the two-dimensional problem, let us consider a linear heat source
at (Ę'). The dilatation connected with the action of this heat source is:

(5.36) e*T(x, %', co) = W ?

where the function cpf has been obtained from Eq. (5.7).
Let us consider a compression centre at (x'). It will produce a temperature,

expressed by the equation:

(5.37) 0*(x,x',co) =

It is seen that

(5.38) 0*(C',x',co)= i(*,t».

This relation can also be obtained by making use of the reciprocity relation (5.27).
This relation has been obtained by considering a concentrated force acting at (x'>
in the Xj-direction and a heat source at (C')- If now the concentrated force is repla-
ced by a compression centre, which is equivalent to summing up the results of action
of three double forces, and if it is borne in mind that

0*(x, x', co) = dr0*m(x, x', co)+82-d*W(x, x', a)) + d3S*V)(x, x', co), dr = -^,

and

8vu*T(x, i', co)+dvu*T(x, %', cn)+d3MV(x, 5', co) = -e*{x, %', co), By = ~-

we obtain from (5.27)

(5.39) fl*(C', x', co) = 5 g . 4(x', Ę', co),

which is a result identical with (5.38).
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S t r e s z c z e n i e

PEWNE PROBLEMY DYNAMICZNE TERMOSPRĘŻYSTOŚCI (II)

W pracy podano w postaci zamkniętej funkcje Greena dla przemieszczeń i temperatury w nie-
ograniczonej przestrzeni termosprężystej tak dla trójwymiarowego jak i dla dwu- i jedno-wymia-
rowego zagadnienia. Podano szereg związków łączących poszczególne funkcje, a wypływających
x rozszerzonego ua zagadnienie sprzężone termosprężystości twierdzenia o wzajemności.

P e 3 IO M e

HEKOTOPblE JJHHAMH^ECKHE SAJJA^H T E P M O y n p y r O C T H (II)

CX B 3aMKHyi0M BHfle dpyHKinro Tpima flJiH nepeMemeimń H TeMnepaTypw B
TepMoynpyroM npoerpaHCTBe KSK fljia TpexiwepHoii Tan u «JIH flByxMepnoii H oflHOMepHOH 3aflaiH.
IIpHBOflHTCJI pfffl 3aBHCHM0CTeft, CBH3BIBaK>mHX OTflejIbHŁie (jjyHKIJHH, KOTOpbie BŁITeKaiOT
M3 pacuiHpeHHoii Ha conpHH<eHHyio 3aflaMy TepMoynpyrocra TeopeMti o B3aHMH0CTH.
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